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Prefix Hunt
A prefix is a group of letters 

which are placed at the 
beginning of a word to change 

the meaning.

Well 
good, satisfactory, good health

Unwell
feeling ill, not in good health

You are going on a Prefix Hunt!
Below are 7 different prefixes. 

Using texts that you can find e.g. 
newspapers, magazines, 

cookbooks, novels, picture books, 
instruction manuals etc. you are 
challenged to find 5 different 

words for each prefix! 

re- un- pre- dis-
im-   non- mis-



Suffix Meanings
A suffix is a group of letters which are 

placed at the end of a word to change the 
meaning.

Brush
Something with a handle and block of bristles used 

for cleaning, applying liquid or arranging hair

Brushing
That you are doing something with a brush. E.g. I’m 

brushing my hair

Task TWO
Can you think of 3 words for each 

of the suffixes to your right?

Task ONE - Match the suffix to its meaning!

-s, -es Without

-able, -ible A study of something

-less Full of

-ment Can be done

-ology More than one

-ful The most

-graph An action or process

-est One who does something

-Er, -or, -ist A written or drawn thing



Bus Stop

For your “magic letters” this week…

Choose 5 consonants to complete for Bus Stop this week.

You can set up a table like the one below and fill it in for your letters this week. You can then choose 
other letters as a focus and race a bubble buddy to see who fills in all the sections first. When you 

finish, yell out BUS STOP and then tally up your scores.

Letter Adjective Adverb Country City Colour Food Verb Sport

A Amazing absolutely Australia Amsterdam Aqua Apple absorb Athletics

10 points - if no one else has your answer    5 points - if you have the same answer as someone else



TOUCH TYPING PRACTISE 

The above image shows which fingers you should ideally use for 
each key on a standard keyboard. E.g: The middle finger on 
your left hand should only type ‘3’, ‘e’, ‘d’ and ‘c’. Have a 

close look at the keyboard to figure out which fingers to use! 

Click here to access the 
Typing Club website to practise 
becoming a touch-typing pro! 

Click on the picture above to practise your 
touch-typing skills. Play a few fun typing 
games! More games can be found here! 

https://www.typingclub.com/
https://www.kidztype.com/sky-chase-words_f0ca5ba2d.html
https://www.kidztype.com/tags/touch-typing-games/


Bus Stop

F
Your “magic letters” for this week are:

You can set up a table like the one below and fill it in for the letters T and K. You can 
then choose other letters as a focus and race a bubble buddy to see who fills in all the 

sections first. When you finish, yell out BUS STOP and then tally up your scores.

Letter Adjective Adverb Country City Colour Food Verb Sport

A Amazing absolutely Australia Amsterdam Aqua Apple absorb Athletics

Band

10 points - if no one else has your answer    5 points - if you have the same answer as someone else



Boggle

U R J T

G O A S

B C P M

Q L D E

Use these letters to make as many words as 
you can. The rules are…

● You can only use the letters once 
(unless there are more than one)

● You can mix and match the letters
● What’s the longest letter you can make?

You may like to show your words on a 
Google Doc, piece of paper or with chalk in 

a safe place on your driveway!



WORDS OF THE WEEK
1. What do you think these words mean? Discuss 

what you think this means with someone in 
your bubble and come up with a prediction.

2. Use a dictionary to find out what they mean. 
Was your prediction correct?

3. Write these words in a sentence to show 
their meaning.

DETERMINATION
COMMUNICATION

MALICIOUS 
SCENERY

APPARATUS


